
to bring sustainable and healthy
nutrition into every home, every day



recurring subscription revenue 
(80% gross margin) grew 345% in 2 quarters

>900k USD
revenue after 11 months

1.4k subscription orders in Q2 22
(50% of all orders)

+441% growth compared to Q4 21

2 patent applications published in
US & Germany (approval pending)

>30% recurring revenue
in the last 3 months

+345% growth of recurring
subscription revenue 

Q2 22 compared to Q4 21

launched 5 new superfood
products in Q2
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key highlights



our global food system is messed up!
ingarden greens vs. conventional greens

2.6x
reduced carbon footprint 1)

97%
reduced food milage

5x
more diversified diet 2)

up to 2150%
more nutrients compared
to mature vegetables

95%
less water

30%
faster growth

22%
reduced food waste

* we don’t screw farmers but source
local suppliers with diverse & healthy
sources of nutrition

problem

1) due to a significantly more efficient supply chain
2) we get a diet so devoid of diversification that 98% of what we consume comes from just 10 food commodities. a more 
diversified diet with ingarden enhances gut biome (the most important factor in your immune system fighting off cancer)

sources: McKinsey; IEG Global Research Desk; Statista
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the sustainable alternative: printing your organic superfood

3D bio printer:
70% of revenue1

(annual innovation cycle)

solution

next gen urban farming: 
bio printing

hydroponic patented tech

sustainability by design

subscription: 
30% of revenue1

(bimonthly innovation cycle)

nutrient dense superfoods

organic and natural 
ingredients (no pesticides 
or other bad substances)

convenient and flexible 
monthly deliveries

4
1) oct 2021 - june 2022



ingarden microgreens have up to 20 times
more nutrients than traditional vegetables

mature red cabbage vs. ingarden red cabbage microgreens

backed by science

ingarden has conducted the most extensive nutritional analysis of 
microgreens to date and has found with FDA approval, that microgreens are 
nutrient-rich plants that contain essential vitamins, minerals, phytonutrients 
and enzymes beneficial to your health. 

 +2150%
phosphorus

+230%
vitamin A

+150%
folate

+88%
manganese

+15%
biotin
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345% recurring subscription revenue growth in 2 quarters
traction

recurring revenue in $k (quarterly)

EU

80% average gross margin on
recurring revenue

recurring revenue defind as refill 
pad revenue from active subscriptions

$75k total superfood revenue incl. 
one-time purchases in Q2-22

US
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Q4 2021

13.9k

0

10k

Q1 2022 Q2 2022

47.9k

61.8k

+345%
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8.0k

5.9k

27.3k

20.5k

36.6k

25.2k



our recurring revenue is protected 
protection

technology-enabled hardware and 
a recurring component in the 

easy-to-use seed pads, like 
Nespresso

2 patent applications published in 
US & Germany (approval pending)

shape of seed pads protected

autonomous watering technique 
protected

100% growth guarantee

finest organic quality

hydroponic technology
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rapidly growing CLV to CAC ratio
subscription
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1st order 
AOV

142
US
Q1

2022

+ recurring 
revenue

= realized
CLV

- CAC

74 216

120

CLV to CAC
ratio

1.8

182

US
Q3

2022

31 213

100
2.1

based on 
july data

1st order 
AOV

+ recurring 
revenue

= realized
CLV

- CAC CLV to CAC
ratio

after 1 
month
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ingarden will bring sustainable & healthy nutrition into every home, everyday
vision
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restaurants/
hospitality

commercial 
property

superfood pesto

organic 
supplements

upstream vertical expansion

downstream vertical expansion

h
o

rizo
n

tal exp
an

sio
n

mushroom kit

edible flowers
product development

current: 
ingarden + superfood seeds

recycled oceans
plastic edition

luxury edition

bigger/smaller
editions



our first 6k customers are anything but tech geeks
customers

health - well-being

ingarden offers a 5x more diversified diet (for the entire 
family) and hence, enhances gut biome, which is the most 
important factor in our immune system fighting off cancer

emotional medical mental

lifestyle - well-being

ingarden customers reduce their carbon footprint and 
pursue their hobby while getting the freshest and most 
tasteful superfoods all year-round

nutrition home cooks sustainability home gardeningspiritual

decoration

ingardens design award winning smart garden is the 
perfect gadget to decorate your home or as a unique gift 
for family & friends

interior design gift

gastronomy, education & retail

ingarden provides the freshest ingredients, enhances 
visitor experience, enables new ways of knowledge transfer 
to students and brings sustainable innovation to retail

restaurants hotels retailschools
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they love what we do because we do it for (and with) them
reviews

  I am the worst at growing anything, so I was hesitant  
  to buy an InGarden, thinking it would be a disaster; it 
was the opposite. I've never seen anything so streamlined 
and high-tech, yet so conveniently easy and self-automated. 
And watching the microgreens grow was so enjoyable. I love 
the texture and taste of all different microgreens. Ingarden 
is an excellent investment for good health and wellbeing.

Philip H.

“the cutting-edge smart 
indoor garden”

“makes people's lives 
healthier” 

“the best-looking 
smartgarden we've come 

across” 

“accessible, high-impact 
nutrition” 

“the perfect way to bring 
greenery indoors that's 

also edible”

  I couldn’t be happier with this product . I’ve grown   
  many batches of micro greens and it’s produced 
flawlessly. Solid construction , stainless steel and a heavy 
duty ceramic base. As long as the light doesn’t fail I’ll be 
good for many more healthy days.

Daniel W.
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4.5 out of 5
186 amazon ratings

>90% of customers would
recommend us to a friend



ingarden is positioned to democratize local indoor farming 
& capitalize on 3 further growing markets

market development

sources: mckinsey, statista, grand view research, IEG global research desk 12
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1

1,500
2021

2,325 
2030

640 
2021

1,000 
2030

11,324 
2021

14,780 
2030

3% CAGR

5% CAGR

5% CAGR

global hyper-local
indoor farming market

(in usd bn)

2019

29.3

2025

49.6

9.2%
CAGR

1. global consumer health & wellness
2. household appliances
3. food & groceries markets (in usd bn)

urban population is expected to grow 
at a fast level and will increase the 
demand for locally grown greens.

an increasing health-, sustainability-, 
conscious-nutrition-awareness will allow 

ingarden to conquer mass markets



first mover with focus on health benefits and reduced growth cycle
competition

health benefit
 focus

ease of use
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reduced growth cycle (only 7 days)

FDA approved health claims

unique, patented autonomous watering 
technology

minimal effort and no basic gardening 
knowledge required

award-winning design based on 3 principles: 
minimal, clean & functional  

complexity

conventional
gardening



we’re three highly committed founders. and we’re just getting started.
founding team

founding partners

norbert beck
co-founder of truventuro: venture 
builder incl. finanzcheck (exit
stock-listed company $300m+) 
& home2go (ipo $1bn+)  

monique hoell
founder & ceo hellobody
exit to stock-listed company for
$400m+ (henkel) 

norbert neef
founder neef legal: m&a legal 
office founder oceans apart: exit 
to pe for $300m+ (altor capital)

gennadi tschernow
founder invincible brands: exit to 
pe (capital d) & subsequently 
stock-listed company (henkel 
$400m+)
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founder + co-ceo
she grows it in

• raised $2m in capital 
for snowmonkey and 
grew distribution to 
1,200 retail stores in 
26 states

• bsc in business from 
questrom school of 
business, boston 
university

founder + co-ceo
he grows it in

• opened new d2c 
revenue streams 
with annual sales of 
>$3m for invincible 
brands within 1 year

• mba whu + msc in 
industrial 
engineering at tu 
berlin

founder + coo/cfo
he sustains it

• consulted canyon 
bicycles on 
operations and 
finance for kearney 
during $972m exit to 
adidas’ largest 
shareholder

• cems mim & msc 
business at rsm & 
bocconi

mariana ferreira christian saitner yenal ersen



we’re ready to disrupt an entire industry
investors
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ben brudler
founder tracktics

nils melcher
md bcg dv

andreas burike
cfo anydesk

christian motter
founder deutsche 
zinshaus

florian wolf
md wolf verlag

felix 
scheder-bieschin 
partner truventuro

björn keune
founder invincible 
brands

philip bierbach
founder evercare

nikita fahrenholz
founder delivery hero

james hill
founder hairburst

kai römmelt
vp best merchant 
partners

max algner
co-founder oceans 
apart

astrid jensch
co-founder & ceo 
banana beauty

johannes bräutigam
md lincoln 
international

valentin dushe
ceo vgl
verlagsgesellschaft
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we significantly increased the number of subscription orders while overall
revenue remained stable 

traction

EU US 

Q4 2021

291.0k

0

50k

Q1 2022 Q2 2022

278.9k

224.5k

100k

150k

200k

250k

300k

170.9k

120.1k

154.3k

124.6k

131.0k

93.4k

Q4 2021

266

0

300

Q1 2022 Q2 2022

1.0k

1.4k

600

900

1.2k

1.5k

156

110

596

433

799

641

revenue by shop in $k subscription orders in # 

1.1
1.3 1.4

>1.6 US 
ROAS in Q3
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success factors:

1. product: triangular benefits of healthy & fresh nutrition, 
 convenience and sustainability
2. experience: applying 100's of lessons from time at IB 
 & Snow Monkey in all channels
3. ground up marketing: paid marketing is not our primary 
 source of marketing
4. customer relationships: empowered by subscription 
 model & subscriber-first culture
5. omni-channel proofed business model: made for 
 scaling B2B & B2C

we make people talk & share our product
ground up approach to marketing

70%
pull marketing*
(word of mouth, 
search)

>85%
purchases 
without 
discount

* post purchase survey



path to profitability
our growth strategy

total customers

pre-seed 2021 YE

3K

0.5K

$0.4M

$1.5M

-$1.2M

2023 YE

18K

5.6K

$4.4M

$5.4M

$-1M

active subscribers

total revenue

total cost

profit / loss
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seed2022 YE

6K

1.4K

$1.1M

$2.7M

-$1.5M

2024 YE

35K

10.8K

$10M

$10M

$0M
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why invest
investment 

recurring revenues & deep 
customer relationships

subscription-based & subscriber-first 
model leads to predictable revenues  & 
better customer relationships backed 
by data. ingarden’s recurring 
subscription revenue (80% gross 
margin) grew 345% in 2 quarters.

economies of scale

we aim to increase the GM of the 3D bio 
printer by 233% in Q1 2023 (from 
currently 15% to 50%), while we already 
have a GM of 80% on the refill pads.

omni-channel proofed 
business model

ingarden is made for scaling B2B & B2C 
markets - online and offline (already 
closed the first B2B partnership with 
Biorena)

scientific product

our patent-pending products are 
organic, non-gmo certified and built 
upon scientific research.

sustainability

consumer awareness regarding 
sustainable and transparent products is 
dramatically increasing. we are a carbon 
neutral company and at the forefront ot 
this movement.

strong & experienced team

extensive knowledge from consumer- 
and health-facing backgrounds



raising seed to set us on a rapid growth path with USD 8.0m revenue in 2024
our ask

50% customer loyalty, expansion, 
omni-channel 

invest in: 
• customer acquisition through      
 omni-channel setup
• improved subscription experience
• gradual international expansion 
• b2b footprint 35% new product innovation and R&D

• invest in new product development to    
 further support growth
• reduce production cost of bio 3d printer  
 by 50%
• grow intellectual property from      
 patent-pending to patented

15% headcount and software

hire rockstar team and automate processes
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christian saitner 

christian@ingarden.com
+49 160 90129533 

yenal ersen

yenal@ingarden.com
+49 175 9314921 

mariana ferreira

mariana@ingarden.com  
+1 3145709241

we are ready to make the world a healthier
and more sustainable place 

join the ingarden revolution


